Abstract. According to the integrated recognition problem of the object recognition in the X band ground-based multi-function radar, an object integrated recognition scheme based on GRG is presented. In this method, the multi-factor statistics and analysis method in the radar effectiveness evaluation. This method is a simply algorithm, it has high credibility and real-time characteristic. The effectiveness of this method is confirmed by the simulation and analysis.
Introduction
The X band ground-based multi-function radar is a backbone equipment in the antimissile early-warning system. It has multi-function with scan, interception, track, object recognition and battle damage assessment [1] [2] [3] . The object recognition, which directly affects the antimissile ability of the radar, is a very important function. The object recognition of the X band ground-based multi-function radar include three steps [4] . Firstly, characteristic extraction, extracting the characteristics of the object. Secondly, object classification, the object is pre-classification by the single characteristic, the confidence level is computed. Finally, integrated recognition, the object is recognized based on all single characteristic pre-classification results, the object class is confirmed.
At present, the method of the integrated recognition in the X band ground-based multi-function radar is chose to DS evidence theory [5, 6] to integrated recognize all pre-classification results. This method is simple, easy to implement. But, the computation amount and time are increased when the object class is added. This is not satisfied the demand of the real-tine recognition. Therefore, an object integrated recognition method of the X band ground-based multi-function radar is presented based on GRG. This method is solved the real-time problem effectively.
Application of GRG in Object Integrated Recognition of The X Band Ground-Based Multi-Function Radar
The gray relation grade(GRG) analysis is a multi-factor statistics and analysis method. It has the characteristics of low data demand, sufficient information application, data no distortion. This method is mainly used in radar effectiveness evaluation and other relative domains in order to apply the data integrated. The computation steps are shown as the following [7] :
(1) The individual index weight of n experts for constructed index system are computed by AHP.
(2) Considering that the individual expert weight is unknown, so let the expert weight is equal 
Because the judgement matrixs of all experts are different, thus, the credibility of individual index weight and group index weight of all experts are disparate. In this paper, the similarity between individual index weight of the k -th expert and group index weight is scaled using grey relational grade k r , consequently, the expert weight is determined. The relational coefficient of the i -th index between individual index weight obtained by jungement matrix of the k -th expert and group index weight is minmax ||max
Where minminmin||
， ρ is the resolution coefficient
. In order to enhance the resolution, let 0.1 ρ = .
The grey relational grade between individual index weight of the k -th expert 
The difference between ′ W and W is computed through a range quantization index d , that is In the above algorithm, let expert is characteristic, let individual index weight is confidence level computation result based on the single characteristic, let group index weight is integrated recognition result, the object integrated recognition based on GRG is implemented.
Simulations and Analysis
Assume the object recognition frame is The data is analyzed and computed by GRG method. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the GRG group decision method is analyzed. The GRG group decision theory is introduced in the object integrated recognition of the X band ground-based multi-function radar and the object integrated recognition method is presented based on GRG. In the simulation and analysis, the integrated confidence level is computed and the algorithm feasibility is analyzed. From the computation result we can conclude that this method is fully applied all data information, the data result is believable, the integrated recognition result is pretty good.
